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Yesterday, while remembering memories from the same date a year ago, I wanted to write a happy
journal. The day reached to the end and I wrote nothing. Today, in the morning, in the same mood, I
began to surf among a bulk of photos from last year. However, it vanished that unrestrained feeling of
meaningless happiness and brought me again the familiar sense of incompleteness which I sometimes
try to neglect, but always forgetting its quite accessible reality.

Reviewing the photos reminded me of a one night stand in Istanbul in my way back home from Dublin
in June 30th. I remembered touring the city by bus and via subway, among a crowd of people speaking
in any language other than Persian, toward Taksim Square with its beds of red and white flowers. I also
remember Gezi Park inclosed with barriers and police forces in several groups hiding in streets and
alleys around. At the beginning of Istiklal Street and through my way to Museum of Innocence, I saw
numerous mottos on the walls hailing for justice and resignation of the government, and a number of
activists who were inviting passengers to sign a protesting roll to be sent to Turkish Parliament. (+)
(Regardless of my trip, it coincided the revolutionary happenings in Cairo against Muslim Brotherhood
democracy by arresting Morsi, and in Tehran, at the same time, newly elected President Rohani was
thinking for his cabinet.) Bypassing the museum and some other things while returning, such as the
shoes I bought as souvenir for my sister and they did not fit her size (+), the Irish pub I passed by
without entering it, the Istanbul gay parade I suddenly found myself among it (+) and the books I
bought at the airport and put them later between others unread, I find a fading dark landscape of
indistinguishable things through the airplane window that intrigues me now.

    fading dark lanscape of Istanbul in June 30th 2013

I pause on the photo, leave the memories of last June 30th and begin a visionary journey. A year behind,
and without the help of external digital memories, I remember nothing except my professional routine



duties at the university, preparation of a paper out of past researches, participating in a few MOOCs
and being satisfied with watching several movies and reading a minimum number of books. Yeah,
digging in deep into my soul, I find nothing as a real and considerable outcome …

Writing gradually some parts of a novel, a process that never completed and left me only a few
scattered notes; having dreams of poetry and no more; letters to send and not, yet … I have not even
replied Lucas from Brasil, whose handscript is infront of my eyes all the time, since last February. And
I have to add a number unwritten notebooks, white designs, unread pages and suspended friendships …

Keeping on my thoughts, I find that the situation is worse than it seems (regardless to the claim of
Islamic State led by Abu Bakr in Iran's neighborhood and the annual report that President Rohani
would present). I mean the days in which I am to do something, and they turn into yesterday in a blink
without any trace of my activity. Huhh! Things don't fade out, it seems that there is nothing at all ...


